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Legal Disclaimer 

https://si1coin.com/

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any

opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions

to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in  the

formation of a contract or an investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply

to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining

which taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability:

SI1 Coin shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this website's

material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and

buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on

the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investing

options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

Investment risks:

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You

should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before

opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.

No Liability No Advice
Investment
 Risk



Vision

https://si1coin.com/

We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every portfolio.” We envision a

world where wealth-building strategies that were once only accessible

to affluent individuals become available to everyone, transferring the

power over our financial systems back to the people. Somnetwork is

going to create a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into

digital assets, helping to exchange projects and ideas along with

maintaining their privacy, security, power, and autonomy as well as

keeping political values in mind. We strive to create an ecosystem

based on sound monetary policies, with a sound and solid decentralized

foundation, that should be expected with the SI1 Coin digital asset.

SI1 coin designed to be used for all Precious stone miners whole sellers

from high to small scale traders and Jewelry creators products to end

customers So each of as a maker and buyer will be freely use our SI1

coin to solve so many intermediaries created problems.Any Type of

Movie Posters will be recreated as NFT Art! And will be republished with

Digital Artists styles. SI1 COIN is designed to be used in purchasing and

selling the works of digital artists; Such as recreated All movie and TV

series posters and photographic shots.



SI1 Coin is the first cryptocurrency that rewards its
users in $BNB, a Crypto Pegged one-to-one with the
USD. This single feature is so important that it makes
SI1 Coin a front runner among all the
cryptocurrencies. With its anti Whale system, SI1 Coin
discourages whales by limiting the sale amount to a
maximum of 0.2% of the circulating supply. Holders of
SI1 coin get rewarded in Binance Pegged BNB,
something for the first time in the history of
cryptocurrency. With every transaction, a small
percentage of tokens are automatically transferred to
the PancakeSwap liquidity Pool. SI1 Coin also
maintains a buy-back reserve from where the tokens
are converted into BNB and securely locked and
stored in the SI1 contract. The MoonShot buyback and
AutoBoost buyback systems work to maintain the
smooth flow. SI1 Ecosystem has an active NFT
marketplace to buy and sell NFTs and dApps
Dashboard to view and monitor earned prices. Other
features like subscription platform, play to earn
games, staking pools, swap exchange, etc., are also
provided to make the
platform fun and easy to earn steadily.

Abstract
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SI1 Coin is ''People's Coin'' FOR THE PEOPLE TO THE PEOPLE".

Si1 Coin is a smart contract about to get launch on Christmas
of 2021, as the world was fighting with Covid19 during 2020
and 2021 and many people lost there earning, we are
introducing Si1 coin to the entire world, based in Turkey to all
Europe and to India China Indonesia all Asia and Latin America
and Africa, Like we all have miners precious stone trader and
jewelry makers designers and new buyers in Asia-Europe -
America and Africa the motivation of Si1 to bring every
individual to the world of crypto so we made this coin with
the motto of "For The People, to the People"

SI1 Coin is proud to be the world's first Yield Generation token
to reward its holders in Binance Pegged BNB. It is establishing
a new standard in DeFi Tokenomics with its innovative and
game-changing Token distribution strategy. SI1 is intended to
be held, but it benefits investors during periods of anticipated
cryptocurrency volatility. With a tax system that is the same
inside and outside the country, all price actions will result in
the same rewards.

Introduction
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On Binance Smart Chain (BSC), SI1 Coin as a token is one of the most
powerful processes of industry exchange tokens. The goal of SI1 Coin
is to be the easiest and fastest for our holders to exchange in their
exchanges, as well as to optimize our token as an instant and long-
term valuable financial exchange tool that is constantly evolving and
gaining value in its evolution. Users will increase their profitability by
simply holding the SI1 coin and using them as a medium of
commercial exchange in the trade of all real large and small-scale
precious stones, mines, and jewelry for producers and final
consumers. As an example of these; Diamond, emerald sapphire, etc.
like precious and other semi-precious stones, from metal to jewelry,
to the last stage on gold, platinum, and silver, as a sectoral exchange
tool that promises the future in all supplier intermediary
manufacturer bulk sales, wholesale and individual sales and
purchases.SI1 coin is a budding Cinema and The transformation of
movie posters and unforgettable photographs in the TV industry as
digital art is a branch of our development.
In terms of the SI1 Coin token, 51,000,000,000 has been issued.
We are trying to create a constructive pre-purchase power by
launching our 5,100,000,000 tokens in pre-sales.
We will also respond to Private Sales with an equal value of
5,100,000,000 tokens.
We will put 10% of our 5,100,000,000 tokens on sale in our pools in
pancake swap and similar swaps.
15% of our 7,650,000,000 tokens are in our initial burn plan. And it
will continue to increase.
In Exchange listings, we will sell our 20% of 10,200,000,000 tokens.
In the marketing segment, we determined a significant 5% figure of
2,550,000,000 tokens.
As a team, we have reserved an amount like 8% for our team.
With our structure against all kinds of whales, we have created
power in our hands in strategic interventions with a token share of
22%.

The SI1 Coin Protocol
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SI1 Coin is one of the fastest-
growing and most beloved
communities in cryptocurrency.
We believe that community is
essential, and SI1 Coin tries to
involve people from all around
the world. We will soon offer
specialized telegram channels
for our foreign community.

On the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC), SI1 Coin is the next
generation of the reflection
token: the first Binance Pegged
BNB reflection token to
optimize user’s profits both now
and in the future. Simply by
holding $SI1 tokens, users will
receive an 8 percent return in
Binance Pegged BNB for each
transaction, which will
automatically be transferred to
the wallet every 60 minutes.

SI1 Coin is here to stay. The
decentralized community
encourages and embraces long-
term ecosystem and foundation
development to generate
genuine use cases and higher
benefits than any ephemeral
fad.

Trust is critical in the bitcoin
industry. This entails complete
openness in all aspects of
community and development
work, as well as security efforts.
SI1 Coin has completed
its security audit successfully.
The inclusion of Binance Pegged
BNB brings more trust to its
users.

Community

Transparency Trust

Longevity

Values
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Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created to enable
the use of solidity-based smart contracts at a
significantly faster and more efficient rate than
other competing chains. With decentralized
exchanges on BSC providing lightning-fast
transactions and ultra-low costs, BSC has begun to
establish itself as one of the most frequently
utilized blockchains for Decentralized Finance
(DeFi). BSC makes use of the BEP-20 token
technology, which the BinanceTeam created. It is a
proprietary blockchain that ensures the security
and privacy of all users and developers. Its
inherent dual-chain interoperability enables cross-
chain communication and scalability of high-
performance decentralized applications (dApps)
that demand a quick and fluid user experience. It is
EVM compatible and will support all current
Ethereum tools and faster and more affordable
transactions. Based on the Proof of Staked
Authority consensus, its on-chain governance
would allow decentralization and substantial
community participation via the use of 21 validators
that verify transactions.

The Technology Behind SI1 Coin:
Binance Smart Chain

https://si1coin.com/



Users may purchase and sell NFTs on the platform, including those 
obtained via the NFT Lending platform's liquidated collateral. This 
creates an unusually competitive market for buying NFTs at a 
discount to their standard market value. Additionally, the 
marketplace features a minting tool that enables users to create 
their own NFTs using images, videos, and other data.

We are developing a content subscription platform to create utility
for SI1 Coin where $SI1 can be used for purchasing
content, tipping & messaging content creators on our content
platform. Rewards in BNB ensure that Curators can keep earning
stable income without the need to sell their $SI1 holdings.

The world's first decentralized marketplace for facilitating NFT and
DeFi liquidity. SI1 Coin marketplace, which is based on BSC, will
enable NFT owners to simply borrow against their NFTs as
collateral at market rates without selling them. This implies users
can make revenue from their NFTs rather than having them collect
digital junk.

NFT Lending

NFT Marketplace

Subscription Platform

Ecosystem
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Build your own customized Gateway:
All backend functionality necessary to build a PayPal-like gateway
will be included in the Platform. As a provider, you can implement
your own desired features, such as web invoices, email/SMS
notifications, refunds, and more by building on the open-source
code and examples provided in the SI1 Coin

Native Support for Custom Coins:
The Gateway smart contract can be configured to accept all
binance based coins or a list of specific token types.

No Built-In Fees:
Other than very small transaction fees, complete payment
gateways can be created and no built-in fees or costs are imposed

Payment Widget:
The payment widget will allow websites to easily accept
payments in Som tokens and Custom Coins on any website. The
widget may be connected to any Payment Gateways to the
Somnetwork.

Benefits of SI1 Coin
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Holder Wallet
22%

Exchange Listing Sales
20%

Burn Wallet
15%

Private Sale
10%

Pre-Sale
10%

Pancake and Other swaps and Liquidity Pools 
10%

Team
8%

Marketing
5%

SI1 Coin Tokenomics
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SI1 Coin RoadMap
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Q3 2021
Project Launch

Q1 2022
Pancake Swap and

other Swaps Pool Sale

Q1 2021
Pre Sale

Q1+Q2 2022
Listing on Exchange

Platforms
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